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Abstract

Physiome Project, as a new concept, is proceeding rapidly with the great advancement of genomics, physiological experiment, biologic
modeling and computer simulation technique. The project seeks to provide a quantitative framework for modeling of the human physio-
logical system using computational approaches, which is able to integrate the knowledge of molecular biology, biochemical, biophysical
and anatomical information on different levels, including cell, tissue, organ, system and organism. This paper reviews the development of
the Physiome Project in the past decade. The role of high-resolution datasets of human body structure in Physiome Project is discussed. The
future plan and applications of the high-resolution datasets of human body structure to Physiome Project are discussed as well.
� 2008 National Natural Science Foundation of China and Chinese Academy of Sciences. Published by Elsevier Limited and Science in
China Press. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The development of biology has been greatly acceler-
ated by advanced biotechnology and the extensive use
of computers in recent decades. Integration and mathe-
matical modeling of the extremely large datasets of
sequence, protein structure and signal-transduction-path-
way, which was generated from Genome [1–3] and Pro-
teome research, is necessary to further study the
physiological function of complicated cells, tissues and
organs [4]. Independently, progress in the Visible Human
Project (VHP) in the USA, China and Korea [5] has
offered innovative approaches, including cyber-based
computing, visualization and simulation, to represent
the realistic human anatomy [6], where the structural
data have been obtained, digitized, reconstructed and
visualized for individual tissues, organs and systems,

respectively [7]. A comprehensive and informative frame-
work, scaling from structure to function and from gene
to the whole organism, is therefore urgently needed to
integrate these two approaches [8].

Integration of the molecular biology, biochemical, bio-
physical and anatomical information of structure and
function at different levels has been enabled in ‘‘Physiom-
e” by a wide use of computational biology method and
computer technique. ‘‘Physiome” was presented in a
report from the Commission on Bioengineering in Physi-
ology to the 32nd World Congress Council of Interna-
tional Union of Physiological Sciences in Glasgow, UK,
in 1993, then Jim Bassingthwaighte introduced the concep-
tion of ‘‘Physiome” in 1995 [9]. The term ‘‘Physiome”

originates from ‘physio’ (denote physiology) and ‘ome’
(as a whole) [10,11], it will provide a framework for mod-
eling the human body and adopt a group of computa-
tional models to analyze integrative biological function
and to provide a system for clinical medicine hypothesis
simulation and experimentation testing [12,13].
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We have used the datasets and methods of the Phys-
iome Project to develop a model integrating structural
and functional information about cells, tissues and
organs based on the anatomical dataset of the Visible
Chinese Human Project. This has been applied to nuclear
medicine, biomechanics and biomedical optics related
fields as described below.

2. The Physiome Project

The Physiome Project is an internationally collaborative
open-source project to provide a public domain framework
for computational physiology, including the development
of modeling standards, computational tools and web-
accessible databases of models of structure and function
at all spatial scales such as cell, tissue and organ level
[14]. The goal of the project is to use computational mod-
eling to simulate integrative biological function at all the
levels and to use the models to bring benefits to the design
of medical devices, and to the diagnosis and treatment of
disease [15].

International Union of Physiological Sciences (IUPS) is
the primary sponsor and planner of the Physiome Project.
There are several key institutions involved in this project,
including the University of Auckland in New Zealand,
the University of Oxford in the UK, Washington Univer-
sity and John Hopkins University in the USA [16]. By
now this project has achieved some successes, such as link-
ing anatomical structure and molecular and cellular events
with physiological function with multi-length scales and
multi-time scales; developing a group of computer lan-
guages based on XML [17] technology to describe biologi-
cal structure and function at different levels [18,19]; and
building physiological models at organ and tissue levels
[20,21].

3. Multi-scale modeling of the human physiology

The Physiome Project plans to develop an infrastruc-
ture for linking models of biological structure and func-
tion in human across multiple levels of spatial
organization and multiple time scales. The components
of Physiome multi-level architecture include gene regula-
tion network, protein interaction network, metabolic
pathway, subcellular signaling cascades, organ and tissue
structure and physiological function. Any attempt to link
molecular, cellular and physiological events with physio-
logical function must deal with length scales that range
from the 1 nm that is typical of a protein to the 1 m
scale of an intact body. Similarly, the range of timescales
should encompass the 1 ls that is ion transmembrane
transport to the 108 s that is the characteristic of some
diseases such as cancer [10]. So a hierarchy of models
is needed, different types of model are appropriate to dif-
ferent levels including molecule, cell, tissue, organ, organ
system and organism. Several standard markup lan-
guages such as CellML, TissueML and OrganML were

developed to describe each level’s data and link parame-
ters between two levels.

The complexity of biological systems lies in the struc-
tural and functional information from system to organ
and from tissue to cell as well as the relationship between
them. Highly integrated and effective managed platforms
have been developed to serve the multiple functions of
modeling, visualization, and further analysis. The CMISS
(Continuum Mechanics, Image analysis, Signal processing
and System Identification) [22], which is an interactive
mathematical modeling environment developed by Hunter
et al. (2001) [23], facilitates the application of finite element
analysis, boundary element and collocation techniques to a
variety of complex problems in cardiac electrophysiology
simulation [24], which involves calculations on both cellu-
lar and metabolic levels and three-dimensional visualiza-
tion of anatomical model at organ level. CMISS treats
the physiological data in format of FieldML. It comprises
two major modules, including a computational core named
CM that supports remote control on powerful worksta-
tions or supercomputers and a graphical interface capable
of advanced 3D displaying named CMGUI, which pro-
vides services for 3D visualization and manipulation.
CMISS has been widely applied in linear and nonlinear
simulations of mechanics, electrics and hydrodynamics rel-
evant to cardiac electrophysiology.

4. Progress in physiome modeling

The organ level modeling is the central problem of
Physiome Project, which is pivot in the multi-scale mod-
eling and has been deeply studied. An early and excellent
work at organ level is the integrated model of the heart,
which was developed by collaborative work under the
leadership of Hunter at Auckland University. The heart
of a dog specimen was sectioned into thousands of extre-
mely thin slices. A three-dimensional model was able to
be reconstructed based on the cryosectional information
[25]. A computational framework was released for inte-
grating the electrical, mechanical and biochemical func-
tions of the heart. Finite element techniques were used
to solve the large-deformation soft tissue mechanics using
orthotropic constitutive laws based on the measured
fibre-sheet structure of myocardial. The reaction–diffu-
sion equations governing electrical current flow in the
heart were solved on a grid of deforming material points
which represent the cellular processes underlying the car-
diac action potential [23]. In 2002, Professor Noble’s
group in Oxford University proposed the concept of con-
tinuity modeling the heart from gene to organ level [20].
They tried to interpret the relationship between gene
expression and organ physiological function. For this
purpose, they developed an electrophysiological continu-
ity model that consists of multiple processes from gene
to cardiac events to explain why the expression of some
abnormal genes can lead to heart diseases such as
arrhythmia [26]. A Chinese research group led by Profes-
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sor Wang in Xiamen University developed a model for
human eyes. They obtained image data which contain
646 slice images of eye in February 2004 and developed
a new approach that is based on slit-lamp imaging for
the surface reconstruction of corneal [27]. The future
plan is to build a ‘‘virtual-eye” at tissue, cell, even mol-
ecule level and use this model in analysis of physiological
function process and drug design.

5. The Visible Chinese Human Project

Modeling-on-structure is an important specialty of
Physiome. The Visible Human Project (VHP) is a great
achievement in modeling the human body anatomic
structure, which was initiated by US National Library
of Medicine in 1989. Health Science Center of the Uni-
versity of Colorado collected a structural dataset of
human body after successive sectioning and photograph-
ing. A complete digital image dataset of a Caucasian
adult male was obtained and made available on-line for
public use in November 1994 [28]. Ever since then, num-
bers of researches on digital human have emerged in
institutions all over the world for the significant impact
and widespread application of VHP. The Visible Chinese
Human (VCH) Project was initiated for the purpose of
establishing a virtual Chinese human model. Southern
Medical University carried out the specimen selection
and sectioning work, and the resulting datasets were then
sent to Huazhong University of Science and Technology
for image processing and visualization. This work was
completed in 2005. The high-quality image set was seg-
mented, registered, and identified interactively. The whole
body was reconstructed and visualized by parallel com-
puting on a cluster. The anatomic structures at tissue,
organ and organ system levels were labeled and anno-
tated in category. A high-quality 3D human organic sys-
tem database was constructed [29–32]. Fig. 1 shows the
anatomical structure for a whole human body. Com-
pared with the VHP and Visible Korean Human Project
[33], our digital color images of every successive slice at
5440 � 4080 pixel resolution correspond to a voxel size
of 0.1 � 0.1 � 0.2 mm, which is the highest resolution
at present [34].

6. Multi-scale modeling of high-resolution structure dataset

Multi-scale modeling is a characteristic in physiome
research. We developed a quantitative framework to
achieve multi-scale modeling on the structure and function
of cells, tissues, and whole organs.

Fig. 2 shows the framework of multi-scale modeling. At
the organ and organ system level, 3D anatomical models
of nine physiological systems have been constructed, includ-
ing respiratory system, reproductive system, endocrine
system, cardiovascular and musculoskeletal system, circula-
tory system, digestive system, nervous system, sensory sys-
tem, urinary system, and 140 subsystems. A group of

radiological dosimetry models [35,36], musculoskeletal sys-
tem biomechanics models, and tissue optical models were
also constructed based on the structure dataset. PhysioML
and AnatML markup languages were employed to describe
and store the data. At the tissue and subcellular levels, the
OCT, confocal microscopy, and ultramicrotome microscopy
system were adopted to get structure information of organ-
ism tissues [37,38], the data were classified into four types
which are muscle tissue, connective tissue, nerve tissue, and
epithelial tissue. CellML and TissueML markup languages
were utilized to describe name, type, chemical reaction and
physics parameters of each level’s data from cell to tissue.
At the protein and molecule levels, sequence and domain
information of gene and protein was obtained from Gene-
Bank, EMBL, and DDBJ, these data were treated in format
of FASTE [39]. A platform – Biolab [40] which is based on
computational biology can incorporate the information of
each level. A markup language was developed to relate
parameters at different levels [41]. The physical and structure
models (VRML format) were imported into a MeSH ontol-
ogy database and supply service to platform user [42]. A
visual online resource was also provided for biologists to
model, simulate, and compute from the web [32]. The pri-
mary aim of this Physiome research platform is to achieve
the incorporation, computing and simulation of structure,

Fig. 1. Three-dimensional anatomical modeling for a human body.
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and functional information of biological system at different
levels.

7. Physiome modeling based on high-resolution structure

dataset

Based on the high-resolution dataset of VCH, we con-
ducted a study on the Physiome, including physiological
modeling and simulation in nuclear medicine, biomechan-
ics and biomedical optics.

Accurate determination of the radiation exposure has
always been an important task in the field of radiolog-
ical sciences. The VCH computational model has been
successfully implemented to Monte Carlo dosimetry cal-
culations for external photons. Irradiation sources were
defined in six standard positions to calculate the equiv-
alent radiate translate modulus and absorbed doses for
different radiate energy. Measurements of radiate doses
of 48 organs and tissues of whole human body of pho-
ton, neutron and proton have completed [35,36]. This
work provides a high-resolution data for nuclear radio-
protection simulation. In the field of biomechanics, we
reconstructed the voxel-based model, divided voxel
model to finite element model, and gave its organiza-
tional material properties. Various kinds of mechanical
parameters such as anisotropy, elasticity modulus, Pois-
son’s ratio, material consistency, contact quality, and
elastic limit of skeletal system have been evaluated.
Other organ’s mechanical characteristics study is still
underway. The above results can be used in the
research of exercise physiology, for example, evaluate
the human body damnification in accident [37] and
simulate corrective action of athlete. We plan to use
3D photon migration algorithm to simulate processes

of photon creating, moving, dispersing, absorbing and
demising in human tissue [38] based on the VCH
dataset.

8. Prospect

The physiome framework which we show in this review
is huge. It ranges from modeling molecular events to mod-
eling whole organism. The ‘‘Multi-scale modeling” makes
it possible to incorporate vast amount of information at
the level of genes, proteins, cells, tissues and organs. How-
ever, it is necessary to emphasize the enormity of the chal-
lenge in further study. First, more precise and more
quantitative mathematical models are required to interpret
the relationship between structure and function at different
levels, which need the support of mass of experimental data
and more detailed biological knowledge. Second, the devel-
opment of database standards which allow the easy
exchange and share of data between different research
groups is an important task for international communion.
Third, Physiome markup languages which based on XML
must be developed to encapsulate models at all levels.

The high-resolution dataset of a human body structure
is a basis of Physiome research, which has many applica-
tions in the field of medical diagnostics, virtual surgery,
education and medical training [43]. The three-dimensional
surgical simulator that is designed based on the body struc-
ture dataset can teach surgeons the visuospatial skills
required to navigate through a transpetrosal approach
[44]. The process of minimally invasive surgery can be sim-
ulated and the effect can be predicted and analyzed. There-
fore, this work could improve the security and success rate
of the surgery [45]. The radiological dosimetry models, bio-
mechanics models, and tissue optical models, which were

Fig. 2. Multi-scale modeling of the human physiology.
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constructed based on the structure datasets, can be directly
used in the field of nuclear medicine, exercise physiology,
and biomedical optics to promote the development of these
subjects.
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